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Planning for the region’s continued success, stability and resiliency, a 
fourteen member regional alliance, the Lehigh Valley Sustainability Consor-
tium, embarked on a nearly three-year long journey to plan for a sustainable 
Lehigh Valley. Recognizing the future will be guided in part by where the 
region stands today—after thirty years of population growth and diversifica-
tion, economic evolution and maturation, extended periods of development 
with simultaneous investment in existing communities and infrastructure—
the Consortium partners developed a philosophy rooted in protecting and 
growing the Lehigh Valley’s assets for future generations. The Consortium 
partners organized ten plans and projects around four themes:
 
Economy. The region demonstrates, time-and-time again, its remarkable 
diversity and resiliency during periods of economic decline. As the Lehigh 
Valley evolves in this new, global economy it must continue its mission of 
addressing skills gaps by aligning its educational infrastructure with the 
workforce to target and attract key industries, with innovations in manufac-
turing and energy among the most crucial.

Environment. While the region demonstrates how it values its natural and 
agricultural resources through a variety of conservation initiatives, it can 
expand its appreciation of these resources and use financial assets more 
wisely by ascribing concise value, not only as food commodities, habitat 
preservation or recreational destinations, but as strategic vantage points to 
mitigate the impacts of climate change and continued population growth.

Transportation. Both the quality and durability of the transportation in-
frastructure have proven themselves through the region’s ability to adapt 
to growth in population, commercial development and logistics-depen-
dent jobs. Now the great task is to make existing and future infrastructure 
more adept at serving multi-modal needs and enhancing interconnectivity 
throughout the region.

Livable Communities. Across 62 municipalities, the Lehigh Valley offers 
something for everyone. But the real testament to successful regional 
thinking is the remarkably intact older building stock, the persistent job and 
population growth and the ability to celebrate diversity both across munici-
pal boundaries and within them. This balance of collaboration with individual 
initiative can help the region address the challenges facing its most political-
ly and economically marginalized populations.

The Lehigh Valley Planning Commission (LVPC), a member of the Sustain-
ability Consortium and the agency responsible for creating this document, 
has assessed each of the different reports from the Consortium partners, 
used the most critical elements and developed a series of 31 goals, found 
at the conclusion of this document. These goals are intended to serve as an 
update to the Comprehensive Plan The Lehigh Valley…2030 (Comprehen-
sive Plan), the primary document guiding growth and development through-
out the two county region as it looks into the future. It serves as the principal 
authority by which the LVPC provides its planning recommendations to 
the counties, cities, boroughs and townships within the Lehigh Valley. The 
official Comprehensive Plan for the region was last completed and adopted 
in April of 2005. The Comprehensive Plan identifies areas recommended 
for natural features preservation, farmland preservation, urban development 
and rural development as shown on the General Land Use Plan on the 
opposite page. The pieces included under the U.S. Department of Housing 
and Urban Development (HUD) Sustainable Communities Regional Plan-
ning Grant help to launch an update to the entire Comprehensive Plan, 
which, when complete, will layer in policies and implementation strategies 
associated with the new goals.

It is because of the work of the Lehigh Valley Sustainability Consortium that 
the information in this document exists. The Consortium, under the banner 
of the Envision Lehigh Valley initiative, deftly blended its research with a 
public engagement process that incorporated intensive civic participation 
into the planning and research, with specific focus on disseminating the 
message of the Sustainable Communities Grant to historically low-income 
and politically marginalized communities. In addition, the entire process inte-
grated Six Livability Principles stipulated by HUD, demonstrated throughout 
this report. As the Sustainable Communities work winds down at the end of 
2014, the report assembles the following components of the Consortium’s 
work:

• Ten distinct reports covering a variety of topics across four themes, all 
relevant to the Lehigh Valley’s long-term vision of sustainability.

• Identification of community priorities through long-term public engage-
ment that reached over 12,000 residents of the Lehigh Valley.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

• A diverse array of charts, maps, photos and infographics that help make 
the research findings on current trends in the Lehigh Valley as accessi-
ble as possible.

• A consolidation of the key findings gathered from all the Consortium’s 
work that will help guide future planning and policy decision-making 
across all cities, boroughs and townships within Lehigh and Northamp-
ton counties.

• A translation of the Consortium partners’ work into 31 goals to be added 
to the Comprehensive Plan, which serve as the official kick-off to the 
update to the plan beginning in 2015.

The output of the Lehigh Valley Sustainability Consortium is a 
testament to the quality of regional partnerships, and the 
missions of these agencies prove that the two coun-
ties are equal partners in serving the needs of the 
region’s fast growing population. The Consor-
tium’s work will influence policy, land use, 
public engagement, development and 
economic growth in the Lehigh 
Valley for years to come.  
The global commitment to a 
well-planned, well-maintained, 
well-invested region unites us as 
One Lehigh Valley (1LV).

THE GENERAL LAND USE PLAN FROM THE COMPREHENSIVE PLAN THE LEHIGH VALLEY…2030.
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Chapter 1 - OVERVIEW 
The Lehigh Valley Sustainability Consortium was formed in 2010 as a collaboration of 
organizations to advance the Comprehensive Plan The Lehigh Valley…2030 (Comprehensive 
Plan). Consortium partners each agreed upon the need for a coordinated, multi-jurisdictional 
planning effort to integrate housing, land use, economic and workforce development, 
transportation and infrastructure investments. In 2011, the Consortium secured funding from the 
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) to pursue these interests through 
HUD’s Sustainable Communities Regional Planning Grant Program. Lehigh Valley Economic 
Development Corporation (LVEDC) served as the administrator of the grant. Consortium 
members include:

• Lehigh Valley Economic Development Corporation (LVEDC)
• Lehigh Valley Planning Commission (LVPC)
• Community Action Committee of the Lehigh Valley (CACLV)
• Lehigh And Northampton Transportation Authority (LANta)
• Renew Lehigh Valley (RenewLV)
• Lehigh County Department of Community and Economic Development (LCDCED)
• Northampton County Department of Community and Economic Development (NCDCED)
• Wildlands Conservancy (WC)
• City of Allentown
• City of Bethlehem
• City of Easton
• The Nurture Nature Center
• Lehigh Valley Research Consortium (LVRC)
• Lehigh Valley Association of Independent Colleges (LVAIC)

The individual organizations that CACLV historically established to execute work programs in the 
cities are also part of the Consortium, including the community action development corporations 
of Allentown and Bethlehem and the West Ward Neighborhood Partnership in Easton.
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Since the 1960’s, the LVPC has maintained the Comprehensive Plan for Le-
high and Northampton counties to meet the provisions of the Pennsylvania 
Municipalities Planning Code (MPC). The Comprehensive Plan was adopted 
by the LVPC and both counties to guide the orderly growth, development, 
redevelopment and preservation efforts throughout the region. The graph on 
the opposite page—demonstrating the steady loss of vacant or agricultural 
land over the last fifty years—reflects a fundamental condition that the LVPC 
and the Comprehensive Plan strive to address. Elements of the Comprehen-
sive Plan include growth trends and forecasts, natural resources, farmland 
preservation, land use, economic development, housing, transportation, 
community utilities, parks and recreation, and historic preservation. The 
Consortium successfully demonstrated to HUD that the Lehigh Valley al-
ready had, in essence, the desired product of the program—a Regional Plan 
for Sustainable Development—as embodied in the Comprehensive Plan.   
The Comprehensive Plan was demonstrated to meet HUD’s Six Livability 
Principles required of a sustainability plan as follows:

1. Provide more transportation choices

2. Promote equitable, affordable housing

3. Enhance economic competitiveness

4. Support existing communities

5. Coordinate and leverage federal policies and investment

6. Value communities and neighborhoods

The only significant gaps in the Comprehensive Plan relative to the HUD 
requirements were energy and climate change plans and a fresh food plan. 
When considering the needs of all partners, the Consortium determined 
that additional enhancements to the Comprehensive Plan would include 
a regional economic development plan, housing affordability analysis, 
jobs-housing balance, transit enhancement plan and an economic return on 
environment study. The Consortium also made a commitment to a robust 
public participation initiative—particularly to reach those populations histori-
cally underrepresented in regional planning and decision-making. 

In sum, the Sustainable Communities Grant Program builds on the strength 
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of the existing Comprehensive Plan and will fill identified gaps, as well as 
layer in new detail on key subject areas, as needed. It is not a complete 
reconsideration of the Comprehensive Plan. The results of this effort will 
inform the update to the Comprehensive Plan beginning in 2015.

By virtue of the Comprehensive Plan meeting the basic test of HUD as a 
sustainability plan, the Lehigh Valley was able to secure funding for “catalyt-
ic” projects in the three cities to demonstrate the Livability Principles. These 
projects will directly improve walkability, support existing communities and 
increase access to jobs for these neighborhoods. Catalytic projects include:

• Allentown: Re-industrialization Plan

• Bethlehem: South Bethlehem Eastern Gateway Plan

• Easton: 13th Street Corridor Project
The Consortium partners have a long-established history of collaboration, 
both on the Comprehensive Plan and for partner plans and initiatives. How-
ever, through this new effort, each partner is making a commitment to the 
HUD Livability Principles for sustainable development and redevelopment 
of the region. The Consortium aims to develop stable, working communities 
by connecting workers with economic opportunities throughout the region 
and bringing jobs back to the cities. The opportunity gaps and the distribu-
tional inequalities in the region will widen unless addressed by aggressive 
policy that is both sustainable and transformative.

The intensive studies and plans created under the HUD program are 
documented later in this report, grouped by four themes—Economy, En-
vironment, Transportation and Livable Communities—which serve as the 
subjects for Chapters 2 through 5. These studies and plans not only shed 
light on the regional conditions across a variety of topics that explore how 
the Lehigh Valley measures up on principles of livability, but they will direct-
ly serve to inform the update of the Comprehensive Plan. To that end, the 
LVPC has translated the various studies and plans created by Consortium 
partners into a set of goals that form the beginning of the Comprehensive 
Plan update process—a process that will add specific policies and imple-
mentation strategies associated with each goal. The update of the Com-
prehensive Plan will solidify the Lehigh Valley as a fully collaborative, fully 
sustainable community. 

THE AMOUNT OF AGRICULTURAL/VACANT LAND HAS DECREASED SINCE 1964 FROM URBANIZATION, PARTICULARLY THROUGH RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT.
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CURRENT TRENDS + SNAPSHOTS

This summary document organizes the 
HUD Sustainable Communities Grant 
reports around four basic themes:  
Economy, Environment, Transportation 
and Livable Communities. This section 
looks at current trends and conditions 
as they relate to those four themes, 
identifying and illustrating some of the 
issues that the Consortium set out to 
explore when this project began in 
2011. Concerns raised by the maps 
in this section reveal the interrelated-
ness across all four themes and 
serve as key findings in sev-
eral of the reports. The LVPC 
has integrated existing data 
from a variety of reliable sources 
to provide an overview of the region 
through the lens of the four themes.

ECONOMY

It is impossible to consider Economy as a theme without exploring the inter-
play between where people live and work. Most jobs today are being cre-
ated in the suburban townships and not the cities. Suburban townships are 
also the source of the vast majority of population growth. Townships located 
within the urbanized areas contain low to moderate population densi-
ties, while the rural township densities are very low. Meanwhile, 
the highest concentrations of people remain in Allentown, 
Bethlehem and Easton, despite comparatively modest 
growth—or even decline—in job density. The two 
maps, which depict population and jobs per 
square mile for each census block in the 
Lehigh Valley, not only confirm these 
observations but elicit an array 
of other concerns relating to 
households’ access to capital. 
For example, the high costs 
of housing and transportation 
especially affect residents of the three 
cities, given that the majority of jobs are 
outside the three cities and require depend-
able transportation. Industries with abundant 
jobs—entry-level retail, services and warehousing—
are not place-oriented but dispersed throughout the 
region, usually on the outer fringes of the existing transit 
system.

IN RECENT DECADES, JOBS HAVE MOVED OUT OF THE CITIES, PROVEN BY THE HIGH CONCENTRATIONS IN THE SUBURBAN TOWNSHIPS.MOST RESIDENTS LIVE IN THE CITIES, BOROUGHS AND TOWNSHIPS ALONG AND SOUTH OF THE ROUTE 22 CORRIDOR.
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The Lehigh Valley has many important natural areas 
worthy of protection. These include rare, threatened and 
endangered plant or animal habitats and outstanding 
geologic features. The Comprehensive Plan includes a 
natural resources component. Unique natural resource 
elements used to produce the natural resources com-
ponent include floodplains, hydric soils, the Blue Moun-
tain natural area, unique plant and animal habitats, 
river resource areas, steep slopes, water quality, 
wetlands, woodlands, interior woodlands 
and riparian woodlands. The LVPC used 
Geographic Information System (GIS) 
mapping to overlay these eleven 
elements and assign weights 
relative to conservation prior-
ity. The calculations resulted 
in discovering the areas where 
the greatest concentration of natural 
resources occurs in the Lehigh Valley, de-
fining those critical natural features that should 
be preserved and protected from development.

ENVIRONMENT

The Lehigh Valley has a wealth of protected parks, 
outdoor recreation sites and natural areas. These lands 
serve a variety of important uses, such as improving 
air and water quality, providing wildlife habitat, reduc-
ing the impact of urban heat islands, providing space 
for recreation and entertainment, reducing flooding by 
absorbing large amounts of stormwater, and enhancing 
the region’s aesthetics and quality of life. According to 
LVPC records, 622 protected parks, outdoor rec-
reation sites and natural areas totaling about 
33,000 acres are located in Lehigh and 
Northampton counties.  

Another component of open 
space in the Lehigh Valley 
is preserved farmland. Both 
counties have been proactive 
for decades in preserving the most 
productive farmland. According to each 
county’s farmland preservation office, 252 
farms totaling 20,969 acres and 126 farms 
totaling 12,505 acres have been protected from 
development in Lehigh and Northampton counties, 
respectively.

OF ALL LEHIGH VALLEY MUNICIPALITIES, LYNN TOWNSHIP IN LEHIGH COUNTY HAS THE MOST FARMS AND FARMING ACREAGE PRESERVED.THE REGION’S NATURAL FEATURES WORTHY OF PROTECTION RANGE FROM BLUE MOUNTAIN TO THE SOUTHERN MOUNTAINTOPS AND STREAM VALLEYS.
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TRANSPORTATION

Many residents of the Lehigh Valley depend on the 
automobile to get around on a daily basis. According to 
U.S. Census statistics, nearly 95% of the region’s labor 
force uses a car to get to work, school or shopping. The  
dependence on cars for getting around may be related to 
a lack of accessibility to important amenities using other 
transportation options. The map of LANta accessibility 
reveals the full network of approximately 2,600 fixed-
route bus stops; GIS resources have helped to 
generate areas surrounding the bus stops 
within a quarter-mile distance for walking 
and two miles for biking. The percent-
age of the Valley’s population that 
lives within these distances 
of non-motorized access is 
based on population counts 
within census blocks. The met-
rics include the full population for any 
blocks that fall entirely within the distance 
and a proportioned population for those blocks 
that only fall partially within the distance. Almost 
half of the people in the region are not within the 
quarter-mile walking distance of LANta stops. Most 
people in the region are within the 2-mile biking distance 
of LANta stops, though the safety, directness and inter-
connectivity of the bicycle route is an entirely different 
consideration. Most transit stops are in the cities, but the 
majority of population growth over the last 30 years has 
taken place in the townships.

Using a combination of Census, U.S. Department of 
Agriculture (USDA) and LVPC data, the second map 
shows that the majority of Lehigh Valley residents do 
not live within walking distance of schools or grocery 
stores—potential evidence of decades of decentralized 
development outside the cities and boroughs. The major-
ity of new schools today are built in areas only accessi-
ble by a school bus. Grocery stores are often located 
in shopping malls or along major highways. By 
using the 2-mile biking distance, most people 
in the region are within that distance of 
schools and grocery stores, but these 
high numbers do not necessarily 
coincide with a large popula-
tion safely being able to use 
the bicycle routes. Those who 
lack the ability or income to either 
drive or ride bicycles may find that 
essential goods and services remain out of 
reach.

A MAJORITY OF LEHIGH VALLEY RESIDENTS ARE NOT WITHIN WALKING DISTANCE OF A SCHOOL OR GROCERY STORE.THE VAST MAJORITY OF RESIDENTS ARE WITHIN A REASONABLE BIKING DISTANCE FROM LANta BUS STOPS.
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LIVABLE COMMUNITIES

In the wake of the Great Recession, homeless shelters, food pan-
tries and similar operations have seen demand for aid soar. Poverty 
remains concentrated in the three cities of the Lehigh Valley. Accord-
ing to American Community Survey (ACS) 2006-2010 estimates, 
nearly 25% of residents in Allentown were below the poverty level, 
especially affecting households headed by women (41%). In 
Bethlehem, nearly 20% of all residents were below the 
poverty level, with female-headed households nearing 
38%. In Easton, about 20% of residents and 35% 
of female heads of household lived below the 
poverty level. Conversely, the poverty rate 
for individuals and families across the 
remainder of the Lehigh Valley 
(everything except the three 
cities) was only 5%, by the 
same ACS estimates. While 
these snapshots of poverty show 
profound disparities between the cities 
and the rest of the two counties, the trend  
map reveals that demand for aid over the last 
decade has grown the most where it’s expected 
least: the rural and suburban boroughs and town-
ships.
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SIGNIFICANT ESCALATION IN POVERTY FROM 2000 TO 2010 WASN’T LIMITED TO THE CITIES; RURAL AND SUBURBAN AREAS SAW INCREASES AS WELL. FROM 2000 TO 2010, HOMEOWNERSHIP RATES SOARED IN THE REGION’S SUBURBAN TOWNSHIPS DUE TO SUBSTANTIAL GROWTH IN NEW HOUSING DEVELOPMENT.

Meanwhile, homeownership—historically a reliable means of building per-
sonal wealth and promoting household stability—has lagged nationwide, 
particularly for younger generations entering the job market. Homeown-
ership levels remain very strong in certain sections of the Lehigh Valley, 
with 12 municipalities having rates that exceed 90%, according to 
data from the 2010 Census. However, the overall homeown-
ership rate in the Lehigh Valley has decreased 0.8% 
when compared to 2000. The trend map reveals 
that suburban townships have enjoyed the 
majority of growth in homeownership over 
the previous decade, while home-
ownership rates in the cities and 
boroughs have generally de-
clined. High debt burdens and 
an upward trend on housing 
costs have pushed more house-
holds—particularly those under age 
45—toward rental units in recent years. 
The ability of new arrivals to the Lehigh Valley 
to afford housing (both rental and ownership) 
has long attracted people to the Lehigh Valley; any 
deterioration in that affordability could affect quality of 
life and regional competitiveness in the years ahead.
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Under the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban De-
velopment’s (HUD) Partnership for Sustainable Com-
munities, Six Livability Principles were established to 
help communities develop in more environmentally and 
economically sustainable ways. From providing a vari-
ety of housing and transportation choices with destina-
tions close to home, to using energy more efficiently, to 
becoming more economically resilient, these principles 
are designed to give communities the direction needed to 
achieve long-term sustainability. 

The Six Livability Principles have been used by the Con-
sortium partners to help guide the development of new 
goals to be considered during the Comprehensive Plan 
update process. The Livability Principles and a descrip-
tion of each are presented to the right. Each Livability 
Principle has been assigned an icon that will be used in 
subsequent chapters to demonstrate the principles that 
have been addressed through this effort.

1.  Provide more transportation choices. Develop safe, reliable and 
economical transportation choices to decrease household transportation 
costs, reduce our nation’s dependence on foreign oil, improve air quality, 
reduce greenhouse gas emissions and promote public health.

2.  Promote equitable, affordable housing. Expand location and energy-
efficient housing choices for people of all ages, incomes, races and 
ethnicities to increase mobility and lower the combined cost of housing and 
transportation.

3.  Enhance economic competitiveness. Improve economic 
competitiveness through reliable and timely access to employment centers, 
educational opportunities, services and other basic needs by workers, as 
well as expanded business access to markets.

4.  Support existing communities. Target federal funding toward 
existing communities—through strategies like transit-oriented, mixed-use 
development and land recycling—to increase community revitalization and 
the efficiency of public works investments and safeguard rural landscapes.

5.  Coordinate and leverage federal policies and investment. Align 
federal policies and funding to remove barriers to collaboration, leverage 
funding, and increase the accountability and effectiveness of all levels 
of government to plan for future growth, including making smart energy 
choices such as locally generated renewable energy.

6.  Value communities and neighborhoods. Enhance the unique 
characteristics of all communities by investing in healthy, safe and walkable 
neighborhoods—rural, urban or suburban.

Chapters 2 through 5 group the projects according to 
the four themes: Economy, Environment, Transportation 
and Livable Communities. Across the four chapters, a 
two page summary is provided for each project complet-
ed by Consortium partners under the HUD Sustainable 
Communities Grant. Each two page summary identifies 
connections between the project and the existing goals 
of the Comprehensive Plan, while deploying the Livability 
Principle icons that are addressed by the project. These 
icons also link the Livability Principles to the additional 
goals identified by Consortium partner efforts, as provid-
ed in Chapter 6. 

LIVABILITY PRINCIPLESCOMMUNITY HEALTH: WHERE THE FOUR THEMES INTERSECT
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THE CONSORTIUM’S REPORTS AND THE FINAL GOALS OF THIS DOCUMENT CLEARLY REFERENCE SOME OR ALL OF HUD’S SIX LIVABILITY PRINCIPLES.THE REGION’S MORTALITY RATE FOR HEART DISEASE IS BOTH ABOVE (NORTHAMPTON) AND BELOW (LEHIGH) THE RATE FOR THE STATE.

The way we plan, design and build our communities 
can greatly influence our health. The built environment 
influences people’s levels of physical activity, the safety 
of travel, the quality of the outdoor air, access to jobs and 
services, access to healthy food choices, and opportuni-
ties to enjoy the many local recreation opportunities-–like 
local parks, pools and ball fields. A well-designed neigh-
borhood offers transportation choices, accommodates 
people at all stages of life, encourages physical activity 
and social interaction, and offers a mix of housing that is 
close to a good range of jobs. The connection between 
community health and the four themes addressed by the 
Sustainability Consortium is deeply ingrained, yet often 
goes understated.

Recent statistics on mortality and morbidity released 
by the Health Care Council of the Lehigh Valley (HCC) 
demonstrate the importance of scrutinizing the Economy, 
Environment, Transportation and Livable Communi-
ties through the lens of community health. Morbidity is 
the state of being unhealthy or diseased. Examples of 
morbidity statistics include the number or percentage of 
residents who are overweight, have diabetes, and have 
cancer or heart disease. Mortality statistics track the 
manner of death and the frequency and total number 
of deaths caused by specific morbidity. As the numbers 
reveal, high quality hospitals and healthcare keep the 
Lehigh Valley’s mortality rankings as some of the best in 
Pennsylvania, but the overall occurrence of these nega-
tive health indicators—the morbidity—is often quite high.  

Regardless of whether they explicitly reference the sub-
ject, all of the subsequent reports can influence commu-
nity health that undergirds any sustainability dialogue. 
The reports in the following four chapters respond to the 
Trends and Snapshots from the previous pages, forging 
distinct initiatives that tie to the Sustainable Communities 
Grant expectations. 
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A 2014 summary from the HCC recognized the gravity of the issue:

“Our region’s strength continues to be high-quality medical care, and the numbers show 
trending data indicating that our medical care providers are getting better at improving 
access to care and reducing unnecessary hospitalizations. Unfortunately. . .individual 
behaviors, and social and environmental factors continue to negatively impact our over-
all health. With increased numbers of people living in the Lehigh Valley and an aging 
population, improving the overall health of the Lehigh Valley relies on both individual 
behavior change and proactive improvement on structural forces such as educational 
opportunity, environmental health and employment that affect health.”
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The HUD Sustainability Consortium partners developed the Envision Lehigh 
Valley (Envision) program, a public outreach effort designed to engage a 
diverse array of Lehigh Valley residents. Envision represented an unprec-
edented outreach partnership between economic development entities, 
community development agencies and planning partners, with each playing 
a specific role. The program provided branding and recognition for the public 
participation efforts of the Consortium as a whole. The goal of the program 
was to engage residents in discussion on how they “envision” the future of 
the region, filtered through a variety of topics, all of which helped to inform 
the various reports required under the HUD Sustainability Consortium Grant 
contract. In the end, the Consortium partners engaged over 12,000 individ-
uals between July 2012 and August 2014 under the Envision program and 
various topic-specific meetings.

The Community Action Committee of the Lehigh Valley (CACLV) used its 
strong connections and community outreach expertise to provide a direct 
link to low/moderate income populations through the extensive public partic-
ipation process. Renew Lehigh Valley (RenewLV) acted as the coordinator 
of all general public outreach promotion and managed the effort to engage 
the more suburban populations of the region. 

With a focus on “meeting people where they are” under the Envision pro-
gram, there were nearly 30 public meetings from July 2012 to February 
2013 at locations ranging from the Senior Center in Allentown to the Wind 
Gap Middle School, from the Diamond Social Hall in Walnutport to the 
Shiloh Baptist Church in Easton. The meetings garnered significant public 
interest with over 600 attendees in total. Each meeting consisted of attend-
ees filling out an Envision opinion survey, a presentation, and facilitated 
discussions around topics relevant to the four primary themes of Economy, 
Environment, Transportation and Livable Communities. Envision representa-
tives recorded and transcribed comments from participants in the facilitated 
discussions. Representatives from CACLV and its subsidiaries—Community 
Action Development Corporation (CADC) of Allentown, CADC of Bethle-
hem, and West Ward Neighborhood Partnership in Easton—harnessed their 
excellent relationships with lower income communities in the three cities to 
deploy time-tested outreach strategies, with one-on-one engagement often 
taking place at public parks or local businesses. Over 1,100 participants 
completed the Envision survey through both public meetings and other 
means of distribution, such as community partner events, online initiatives 
and events. The survey provided feedback on their prioritization of various 
topics falling under the four themes, culminating in a report by the Lehigh 
Valley Research Consortium (LVRC). 

Another way Consortium partners were “meeting people where they are” 
under the Envision program was by providing key information at 22 different 
community events (baseball games and municipal fairs) and 31 civic agency 
meetings (chambers of commerce, historical societies). In 2013, the Lehigh 
Valley Economic Development Corporation (LVEDC) and RenewLV present-
ed an overview of the sustainability projects at municipalities throughout the 
Lehigh Valley, resulting in an additional 1,028 invitations to participate in the 
Envision program. Advertisements for Envision included posters, billboard 
ads and flyers placed across a variety of neighborhoods, “virtual town hall” 
meetings, Facebook, Twitter, YouTube and electronic newsletters, online 
advertisements in Patch.com and Lehigh Valley Live, and the Spanish-lan-
guage news outlets of La Ola Radio and El Torrero newspaper.

The Envision Lehigh Valley initiative recognized the crossover appeal of 
the four themes and Consortium partners’ work, so most meetings encom-
passed a variety of subjects. However, Consortium partners also organized 
topic-specific public meetings beginning in 2013 to inform subsequent re-
ports. Buy Fresh Buy Local held ten public meetings to support the develop-
ment of its Assessment Report: Lehigh Valley Local Food Economy. LVEDC 
held stakeholder interviews and focus groups and engaged nearly 150 
people to inform the development of its economic development plan titled 
A Blueprint for Success: An Economic Development Strategy for Sustain-
able Growth in the Lehigh Valley. The Lehigh Valley Planning Commission 
(LVPC) developed Housing Matters, a public participation program centered 
on its Regional Housing Plan, which consisted of 15 public discussions that 
reached nearly 200 individuals, stakeholder interviews, a Housing Advisory 
Committee, as well as a survey completed by over 1,600 people. The LVPC 
utilized its standing Environment and Comprehensive Planning committees, 
the Energy and Environment Committee of the Greater Lehigh Valley Cham-
ber of Commerce, as well as eight public meetings to develop the Climate 
and Energy Elements of the Comprehensive Plan. Allentown, Bethlehem 
and Easton have held, and will continue to hold, meetings for their ongoing 
catalytic projects. Envision Lehigh Valley represents a milestone of commu-
nity engagement for the region, remarkable for the diversity of methods and 
strategies employed.

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION
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ENVISION’S OUTREACH PROGRAM OFFERED RESIDENTS FROM ALL WALKS OF LIFE A CHANCE TO SHARE THEIR VISION FOR THE LEHIGH VALLEY.THE PUBLIC OUTREACH EXTENDED TO MOST OF THE REGION’S 62 MUNICIPALITIES, FOCUSING ON LOW-INCOME NEIGHBORHOODS IN THE THREE CITIES.
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The immense response of residents during the public 
participation process illustrates that we are One Lehigh 
Valley (1LV), with a collective interest in the future of the 
region. While the previous map demonstrates the spa-
tial distribution of the public outreach across the Lehigh 
Valley, the timeline to the right displays the consistent 
engagement over time. Each color in this timeline cor-
responds to one of the principal themes of the meeting 
(Economy, Environment, Transportation, Livable Commu-
nities). However, the vast majority of meetings—particu-
larly in the first year of the initiative—fell under Envision, 
whose process recognized the cross-pollination of all 
of these key issues, so that most meetings opened the 
discussion to a variety of topics simultaneously. The size 
of the circles indicates the number of people engaged at 
that particular meeting, thus demonstrating the continu-
um of public outreach activity over the two-year period.

ENVISION LV TRANSPORTATIONECONOMY ENVIRONMENT LIVABLE COMMUNITIES
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ALTHOUGH ENVISION COORDINATED MOST OUTREACH IN THE FIRST HALF OF THE INITIATIVE, MEETINGS INCREASINGLY BECAME SUBJECT-SPECIFIC.

TIMELINE
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The public participation efforts engaged 
Lehigh Valley residents through meet-
ings, forums, focus groups, social media 
and surveys. Surveys were a convenient 
way for residents to share their opinions 
and thoughts on a variety of local topics.  
Between 2011 and 2013, over 3,300 
residents completed surveys on topics of 
food access, housing and transportation 
needs. Consortium partners used the 
survey results as input and guidance on 
their prospective projects. The partners 
decided to conduct a survey after the 
projects were completed to explore res-
idents’ opinions about some of the key 
findings and results from the projects. 
In August 2014, the partners surveyed 
over 800 Lehigh Valley residents asking 
questions through a telephone survey 
administered by the Muhlenberg College 
Institute of Public Opinion. The results 
are reported with a +/- 4% margin of 
error. Faculty of the Lehigh Valley Re-
search Consortium analyzed the results. 
Preliminary data from the survey is 
provided on the following pages.

PUBLIC OPINION

ECONOMY – Lehigh Valley residents overwhelmingly 
see the region’s greatest challenge as the insufficient 
number of “good” jobs with wages and benefits that 
allow them to afford shelter, healthcare and other basic 
necessities of life. 

TRANSPORTATION – The majority of Lehigh Valley 
residents want the roads and bridges repaired. These 
improvements occur as state, federal and local funding 
is available. The remaining responses detail the multi-
modal issues of rail, transit, walking and biking that also 
guide efforts into the future.

ENVIRONMENT – The majority of residents polled on 
natural resources consider clean air and water as the 
top environmental priority. Air and water are necessities 
of life and ensuring their quality is the most critical of 
environmental objectives for the Valley and across the 
globe.

LIVABLE COMMUNITIES – The demographic 
changes affecting the Lehigh Valley are evident in 
how residents answered this question. The majority 
of residents polled would like to see housing that is 
affordable relative to their wages offered in the region. 
Residents would also like to see the region meet the 
housing needs of the growing elderly population.

ENVIRONMENT - Which of the following natural resources should the region pro-
mote as a top priority?

Clean air + water

63%

Wildlife + habitat

19%

Scenery + open vistas

13%

Other

1%

None

4%

ECONOMY - When it comes to regional growth and development, what is the 
Lehigh Valley’s greatest challenge?

Providing adequate job 
opportunities w/living 

or higher wages 

46%
Reducing traffic 

congestion

23%

Other

2%

Providing adequate
social services

16%

Protecting natural 
resources

9%

Providing suitable range 
of housing options

4%

LIVABLE COMMUNITIES - Which is the top housing need in the Lehigh Valley?

More quality housing that 
is attainable for working 

families

48%
More independent 

housing for seniors and 
retirees

21%

More luxury housing

1%

Other

5%

More assisted living, 
extended care and 

nursing facilities

14%

More rental housing

11%

TRANSPORTATION - Which of the following changes to the transportation system 
should be the top priority in the Lehigh Valley?

Road improvements

52%

Rail

15%

Other

1%

Additional bike 
infrastructure

5%
Improved sidewalks

4%
Enhanced transit service

13%

Pedestrian safety 
improvements

10%

ENVISION’S OUTREACH ENCOURAGED ROUND-TABLE DISCUSSIONS THAT INTEGRATED TWO OR MORE OF THE FOUR KEY THEMES.THE FINAL SURVEY DIRECTLY RESPONDS TO THE CONSORTIUM’S WORK ACROSS THE FOUR THEMES, USING A TESTABLE METHODOLOGY TO GATHER FEEDBACK.
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Chapter 2 - ECONOMY
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The economy of the Lehigh Valley is the dynamic and daily interaction be-
tween individuals, business and government that produces, distributes and 
consumes. It’s also resilient. The Lehigh Valley economy has bounced back 
from numerous downturns and changes in the national economy and is more 
diverse and productive than ever.

This section explores the projects undertaken by Consortium partners that 
used a collaborative, community-driven process to focus on two resources 
that embody our resiliency: our people and our energy. The Valley is steadily 
growing a regional economy that is feasible, desirable and viable.

A Blueprint for Success: An Economic Development Strategy for Sustainable 
Growth in the Lehigh Valley studied the types of industries we have and 
don’t have and the workforce needed for a sustainable, competitive econo-
my.   

Allentown’s Re-industrialization Plan provides the blueprint to implement the 
city’s vision to enhance employment opportunities for its residents. The plan 
provides the map for the city to jumpstart and reinvest in its existing manu-
facturing corridors and its labor force.  

Energy contributes to our economic growth and standard of living in two 
ways. First, energy is an important sector of the economy that creates jobs 
and value through its extraction, transformation and distribution. It’s also 
the input for all of our goods and services; it powers our cars and heats and 
cools our homes. The Energy Element encourages responsible develop-
ment of our abundant energy resources, a continued effort to diversify those 
energy sources (particularly through renewables) and a renewed goal to 
conserve them where we can. 
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A BLUEPRINT FOR SUCCESS: AN ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 
STRATEGY FOR SUSTAINABLE GROWTH IN THE LEHIGH VALLEY
PARTNER: LEHIGH VALLEY ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
http://www.lehighvalley.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/Garner-Economics-Lehigh-Valley-Analysis.pdf

The report supports the Economic Development Element of the 
Comprehensive Plan, which has a goal of supporting economic 
development activities that provide jobs at above average wages and 
improve the regional tax base. LVEDC’s efforts now provide the region a 
blueprint to grow and expand the talent pipeline to provide a highly skilled 
workforce and to leverage the region’s many assets to attract the types of 
high quality jobs and businesses that will increase economic opportunities 
for all residents. The Comprehensive Plan does not currently have goals 

that resolve regional workforce reinvestment issues or that seek to build 
a locally sourced talent pipeline. The Plan’s update could address these 
reinvestment efforts, namely the “skills gap” that was identified as the 
primary obstacle by stakeholders interviewed for the study, which inhibits 
the Lehigh Valley from growing its ability to attract and expand businesses.  

ONE PLAN MANY VOICES - INFORMING THE COMPREHENSIVE PLAN

KEY FINDINGS

1. The Lehigh Valley metro area, defined by the federal government as Allentown-Bethlehem-
Easton Metropolitan Statistical Area, is the 68th largest metro in the United States out of 
381, placing it in the top 20% of metro areas.

2. Over the last five years, real Gross Domestic Product in Allentown-Bethlehem-Easton 
increased by $629 million or 2.4%, a rate slightly below the nation and the state.

3. Recession losses were not severe in the Lehigh Valley, with the greatest losses at -4.2% or 
11,716 fewer jobs, which is a rate lower than the nation and the state experienced.

4. Over the last five years, the largest employment gains came from Healthcare & Social 
Assistance (up 5,758 jobs or 12%). Other significant gains were made in Transportation & 
Warehousing (up 4,567 jobs or 32%) and Arts, Entertainment & Recreation (up 3,877 jobs 
or 54%).

5. Compared to the state and the nation, the Lehigh Valley attracts a higher proportion of new 
residents aged 25 and older whose highest level of educational attainment is less than high 
school diploma.

INTRODUCTION

The Lehigh Valley Economic Development Corporation (LVEDC) sought to develop a sustain-
able economic development strategy for the Lehigh Valley and kickstart the creation of the 
organization’s strategic plan for the next three years. Their document, A Blueprint for Success: 
An Economic Development Strategy for Sustainable Growth in the Lehigh Valley, outlines 
strategies to attract and retain companies, build a talented workforce and bring investment to 
the region.

  $

COMPETITIVE INDUSTRIES ALREADY EMPLOY THOUSANDS OF RESIDENTS, WHILE EMERGING INDUSTRIES ARE THOSE THAT ARE CURRENTLY GROWING.A SKILLED MEMBER OF THE LEHIGH VALLEY WORKFORCE.

 =

COMPETITIVE

EMERGING

DECLINING

AT-RISK Transportation + Logistics

Electrical Equipment + 
Component Manufacturing

Healthcare + Life Sciences

Chemicals + Chemical 
Based Products

Arts, Entertainment, 
Recreation + Visitor Industries

Fabricated Metal Product Mfg.

Business + Financial Services

Agribusiness + 
Food ProcessingMachinery 

Manufacturing

Printing + 
Publishing

Information 
Technology

Primary Metal 
Manufacturing

Education +
Knowledge Creation

Apparel +
Textiles

Advanced
Materials
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INTRODUCTION

The Allentown Re-industrialization Plan is a three-phased catalytic project that shows how 
Allentown can strategically position itself for potential “re-shoring” of manufacturing jobs that 
left the city, and the nation as a whole, decades ago. The study explores the question of 
how Allentown can re-industrialize itself and create sustainable employment opportunities 
accessible to city residents with the intent of raising incomes and reducing poverty. It is very 
much a plan that addresses systemic issues fundamental to the success of the city’s entire 
economy—workforce, infrastructure, and its entrepreneurial culture. It responds to the needs of 
key industry sectors where the city can capitalize on its competitive advantages. Phase I of the 
study provides a city-wide strategy for re-industrialization. Phase II explores the Little Lehigh 
Creek Corridor and provides a master plan for redeveloping key strategic sites and buildings. 
Phase III explores the redevelopment potential of one of the largest available industrial sites in 
the city, the 18-acre Allentown Metal Works site.

KEY FINDINGS

1. Over the last decade, the manufacturing sector shrank by 30% or 2,500 jobs in Allentown. 
Despite the losses, manufacturing remains the third largest major industry sector in the city. 
Allentown remains a net importer of labor. 

2. Allentown’s population and labor force are the largest in the city’s history. Unemployment 
remains above 10% as the city has low rates of labor participation. Allentown has a high 
number of temporary workers, and the city’s education gap (defined as observed and 
persistent disparities in academic performance among select identified groups) with the rest 
of Pennsylvania is growing to double digit margins. 

3. The greatest demand for industrial/manufacturing space outside of warehousing is space 
below 8,000 square feet and space between 20,000-80,000 square feet. The Lehigh Valley 
will need 4.2 million square feet of non-warehousing industrial/manufacturing space, based 
on Allentown’s regional marketing study. 

The Allentown Re-industrialization Plan outlines a demonstrable plan to 
create economic competitiveness and align job creating goals to the skill set 
of the city workforce. This occurs through the leveraging of existing and new 
resources to encourage reinvestment in the low-income neighborhoods. The 
plan builds upon the Comprehensive Plan goals and policies of strengthening 
urban tax bases and redeveloping underused properties. Currently, the 
Comprehensive Plan lacks a goal specifically devoted to attracting high-
paying manufacturing jobs in key growth industries. In effect, the Allentown 

plan reinforces the basic regional issues associated with workforce 
reinvestment and talent pipeline creation for city residents to raise incomes 
and reduce poverty. Comprehensive Plan goals could reflect these needs 
better both at the regional and smaller-scale levels.

ALLENTOWN RE-INDUSTRIALIZATION PLAN

PARTNER: CITY OF ALLENTOWN
 http://www.allentownpa.gov/Portals/0/files/Planning_Zoning/reindustrial/06May2014FINAL_PhaseIFindingsCoA.pdf

ONE PLAN MANY VOICES - INFORMING THE COMPREHENSIVE PLAN

   $

THE LITTLE LEHIGH CORRIDOR CONCEPTUAL MASTER PLAN SHOWS PROPOSED IMPROVEMENTS TO SUPPORT EFFORTS TO RE-INDUSTRIALIZE THE CORRIDOR.SEVERAL MANUFACTURING SECTORS ALREADY HAVE A STRONG PRESENCE IN THE CITY OF ALLENTOWN.

=

TOP TEN MANUFACTURING 
INDUSTRIES IN ALLENTOWN

  1. Animal Food Manufacturing

  2. Medical Equipment + Supplies

  3. Household Appliance
 
  4. Electrical Equipment + Component

  5. Textile Product Mills

  6. Sugar + Confectionery Product

  7. General Purpose Machinery

  8. Furniture Related Product

  9. Household/Institutional Furniture + Millwork

10. Apparel Accessories + Other Apparel
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To fill a “sustainability gap” in the existing Comprehensive Plan, the LVPC 
created an Energy Element for the Plan based on a strong framework 
of existing goals and policies that promote efficiency through compact 
development and the use of mass transit. The Energy Element creates 
new goals, policies and strategies that address sustainable/energy efficient 
transportation, energy conservation, and renewable energies.  Although 
many of the complex and sometimes rapidly changing issues surrounding 
energy production and its use must be addressed at state and federal levels 

2014 PRIUS | 100 MPG1908 MODEL T | 25 MPG

ENERGY ELEMENT

PARTNER: LEHIGH VALLEY PLANNING COMMISSION
http://lvpc.org/pdf/2014/Climate+Energy-Final.pdf

of government, there is a great deal that Lehigh Valley municipalities can do 
to use energy more efficiently, to communicate energy conservation to their 
constituents and to shift from nonrenewable sources to more renewable 
ones.

ONE PLAN MANY VOICES - INFORMING THE COMPREHENSIVE PLAN

R1993     $1.10/GALLON

2014     $3.56/GALLON

1993     $27.13/BARREL 1993     $0.09/kWh

2014     $0.14/kWh2014     $93.44/BARREL

GASOLINE CRUDE OIL ELECTRICITYK

KEY FINDINGS
1. Although alternatively fueled and “hybrid” vehicles only make up 3.2% of all vehicles on the 

road today, by 2025 many analysts anticipate that 36% of all vehicles globally will be alter-
natively fueled, using energy sources such as electrical batteries, natural gas or hydrogen 
fuel cells.

2. Nearly 40% of all electricity comes from the burning of coal, and over 75% of coal mined in 
Pennsylvania is used to generate electricity.

3. Regionally, consumers of energy will increase by 226,722 people from 2010 to 2040. This 
is an increase of 35% over three decades.

4. The region added 72,706 housing units between 1980 and 2010 or an average of 2,423 
per year. Inexpensive energy prompted intense population growth and a low density, land 
intensive development pattern locally.

5. In 1964, 74% of the 466,357 acres in the Lehigh Valley were vacant. By 2010, vacant land 
had decreased to 48%. Land being converted to housing, commercial and industrial devel-
opment has risen.

INTRODUCTION
The LVPC has been evaluating energy consumption 
and conservation in the region since the 1970’s. It has 
been over 20 years since an Energy Element was 
included in the Comprehensive Plan. Renewed inter-
est in energy due to national security, pricing and new 
technology is instrumental in developing energy policy 
at the regional level. The Lehigh Valley will need to rely 
on multiple energy sources, waste reduction practices, 
sustainable development and innovative land use plan-
ning to reduce energy impacts. The Energy Element is 
a framework through which the region can address new 
energy sources, infrastructure, production, conserva-
tion and efficiency. The following are the goals of the 
Energy Element:

•	 To promote energy efficiency and natural resource 
conservation within existing and new buildings and 
land development.

•	 To encourage alternatives to automobile use, both 
motorized and non-motorized.

•	 To support the diversification of energy sources.

•	 To advocate increased energy conservation and 
efficiency awareness.

 =  $

DESPITE THEIR ENERGY EFFICIENCY AND POPULARITY, HYBRIDS SUCH AS THE PRIUS STILL ONLY COMPRISE ABOUT 3% OF VEHICLES ON THE ROAD.THE COST OF ENERGY HAS MORE THAN DOUBLED SINCE 1993.
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The Comprehensive Plan has a strong environmental protection philosophy 
embodied by the natural resources; farmland preservation; land use; and 
parks, open space and recreation elements. Environmental protection is also a 
cornerstone of the community utilities component, covering sewage disposal, 
water supply, stormwater management and solid waste management. The Climate 
Change Element, Local Food Economy report and Return on Environment study 
serve to broaden, deepen and more fully connect the environmental perspectives of 
the Comprehensive Plan.

The Climate Change Element deals with the functioning of the earth’s meteorology 
and ecosystems under global warming. Climate change has implications across 
many elements of the Comprehensive Plan, as evident in the breadth of the 
goals, policies and implementation strategies. Although a new element in the 
Comprehensive Plan, many of the climate change mitigation concepts are already 
embodied in the Plan because they represent long understood benefits of natural 
areas and farmland preservation and a compact urban form. 

The Local Food Economy report takes an in-depth view of all aspects of the 
provision of fresh, local food to Lehigh Valley residents. The Comprehensive Plan is 
built on strong advocacy for farming, with 25% of the land area of the Lehigh Valley 
recommended for farmland preservation in the land use component. The Local 
Food Economy Element looks further into the agricultural support services needed 
to sustain local farming and provides opportunities to enrich the Comprehensive 
Plan.

The Return on Environment study adds to the known environmental value of natural 
resources already included in the Comprehensive Plan, with estimates of the dollar 
value of the environment for recreation, natural system services, air quality and 
property values. It serves to enhance the advocacy for natural resource protection. 
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Chapter 3 - ENVIRONMENT
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KEY FINDINGS

1. Sustained changes to the amount of Earth’s incoming or outgoing energy can lead to cli-
mate change, which has occurred throughout the life of the planet due to natural forces. 
Prior to humans populating the Earth, the planet experienced natural periods of warming 
and cooling.

2. The discovery of fossil fuels and their use for heat, transportation and manufacturing has 
resulted in the release of substantial amounts of heat-trapping gases or “greenhouse” 
gases into the Earth’s atmosphere. According to scientists, this increase in greenhouse 
gases in the atmosphere is resulting in global climate change. 

3. Carbon dioxide (CO2) is considered the primary greenhouse gas contributing to climate 
change. Current CO2 concentrations have never been higher compared with the previous 
650,000 years.  

4. While uncertainties remain surrounding the magnitude of climate change impacts over 
time, scientists believe that humans can lessen their severity by reducing greenhouse 
gas emissions and planning for the changes that are expected to occur to reduce vulner-
ability to them.

5. The 2009 Department of Environmental Protection’s Pennsylvania Climate Impact 
Assessment report identifies the projected impacts of climate change for the state. The 
impacts include heavier rain events and less snow, forests more suitable for southern 
species, decline in cold water aquatic communities, decreased yields of cooler tempera-
ture crops and increased rate of respiratory disease.  

To fill a “sustainability gap” in the existing Comprehensive Plan, the LVPC 
created a Climate Change Element for the Plan. The Climate Change 
Element provides policy direction to help the Lehigh Valley respond to 
expected climate change in the future. Climate change is perhaps the 
singular topic studied by the Consortium that impacts every other plan 
or project.  For example, our climate impacts the food we can grow, the 
design and function of our houses and the reliability and often the price of 
our energy sources and use. The Climate Change Element, with its goals, 

policies and implementation strategies, builds upon the land use goals 
already in the Comprehensive Plan and the infrastructure protection goals of 
the Lehigh Valley Hazard Mitigation Plan.   

CLIMATE CHANGE ELEMENT

PARTNER: LEHIGH VALLEY PLANNING COMMISSION
http://lvpc.org/pdf/2014/Climate+Energy-Final.pdf

ONE PLAN MANY VOICES - INFORMING THE COMPREHENSIVE PLAN

INTRODUCTION

The Climate Change Element evaluates the potential 
impacts on the Lehigh Valley and identifies goals, poli-
cies and strategies that can be effective in both helping 
the region adapt to impacts and assisting municipalities 
and regional groups with implementing those strategies. 
There are six climate change goals for consideration in 
the Comprehensive Plan. They are:

• To protect, conserve and enhance natural eco-
systems to provide long-term resilience to climate 
change. 

• To protect public infrastructure from potentially harm-
ful impacts associated with climate change.

• To protect residents, property and critical facilities 
from natural hazards as evolving over time due to 
climate change.

• To create a land use pattern that helps to mitigate 
climate change impacts through a compact urban 
development area, mixed land uses, higher densities 
in urban areas and through preserving land for agri-
cultural and environmental purposes.

• To provide building and site design practices that 
help to mitigate climate change impacts.

• To reduce Lehigh Valley greenhouse gas emissions 
from residences, government operations and busi-
nesses.

  $

BAKE OVEN KNOB IN LEHIGH COUNTY. CLIMATE CHANGE WILL LIKELY ALTER THE PLANT LIFE THAT GROWS IN THE REGION’S FARMS AND FORESTS.  

=
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KEY FINDINGS
1. Since 1930, the Lehigh Valley has lost 80% of its farms and 53% of its farmland.

2. Based on the average diet, Lehigh Valley farmers can only produce food for 24% of the 
Lehigh Valley population. The region is a net food importer.

3. Eight Lehigh Valley areas have limited fresh food access. Residents living in these “food 
deserts” lack convenient access to healthy, affordable food and sometimes have an over-
abundance of fast food restaurants and convenience stores instead.

4. The region severely lacks “food infrastructure” such as processors, aggregators, distrib-
utors, co-packers, food business incubators, custom milling grain mills, slaughterhouses 
and food hubs to support regionally grown foods.  

5. Locally grown food contributes an estimated $17 million annually to the local economy. If 
every household spent $10 a week during the growing season (May-November) on local-
ly grown food, that number would increase to $97 million annually.

INTRODUCTION
Buy Fresh Buy Local celebrates locally grown food—fruits, vegetables, cheeses, meats, and 
more—through programs and opportunities that make it easier for Lehigh Valley residents 
to find, choose and use local foods while supporting the farmers and the valuable lands that 
produce them. 

Buy Fresh Buy Local – Greater Lehigh Valley prepared the Assessment Report: Lehigh Valley 
Local Food Economy to discuss food in a regional context and provide guidance on how 
food can intersect with local planning work. The report presents ideas and opportunities to 
strengthen the regional food system and ensure that all residents of the Lehigh Valley, present 
and future, have access to fresh, healthy, affordable, culturally appropriate food. 

The report supports the Farmland Preservation Element of the 
Comprehensive Plan, which has goals of preserving 25% of the Lehigh 
Valley for agriculture and supporting farming as an essential component 
of the regional economy. Buy Fresh Buy Local – Greater Lehigh Valley 
supports establishing a regional food policy council to develop a long-term 
coordinated plan to address local food access issues. 

The Comprehensive Plan does not currently have goals that specifically 
address the region’s areas of limited food access or the need for improved 
fresh food system infrastructure.
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ASSESSMENT REPORT: LEHIGH VALLEY LOCAL FOOD ECONOMY

PARTNER: BUY FRESH BUY LOCAL – GREATER LEHIGH VALLEY
http://buylocalgreaterlehighvalley.org/images/stories/bfbl/pdf/assessment%20report%20lv%20food%20economy%20final.pdf

ONE PLAN MANY VOICES - INFORMING THE COMPREHENSIVE PLAN

  $

IN 2012, LEHIGH COUNTY RANKED 25TH OF 67 COUNTIES IN TOTAL VALUE OF ALL AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS SOLD, WHILE NORTHAMPTON RANKED 37TH.THE NUMBER OF FARMS AND NUMBER OF ACRES DEDICATED TO FARMING IN THE LEHIGH VALLEY HAVE DECLINED CONSIDERABLY SINCE 1930.

 =
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space within the natural resources plan and the parks, open space and 
recreation plan components. However, the Return on Environment study will 
determine economic values for open space and recreation—features that 
the Comprehensive Plan currently lacks. Currently available data to illustrate 
the value of open space and natural resources to residents is derived from 
the LVPC Public Opinion Land Use Survey (2010) prepared as part of 
the Comprehensive Plan update process. Economic data to supplement 

KEY FINDINGS

1. Outdoor recreation economic benefits to the Lehigh Valley for walking, running, hiking, 
fishing, hunting, biking, kayaking, camping, birding, nature study and wildlife watching 
total approximately $800 million annually.

2. The value of environmental services provided by Lehigh Valley open space for flood pro-
tection, water quality, waste treatment, biological control, wildlife habitat, soil formation/
retention, and pollination is approximately $350 million annually.

3. The health benefits associated with air quality treatment by Lehigh Valley natural systems 
in terms of avoided healthcare expenditures are approximately $50 million annually.

4. The increased value for residential properties located adjacent to protected open space 
for the Lehigh Valley is approximately $10,000 per property.

INTRODUCTION

The Return on Environment study for the Lehigh Valley documents the value of natural 
resources and open space in the region as it relates to economic benefits and quality of 
life. The study creates conservation leverage, showing that quality of life can be improved 
while saving tax dollars and growing the economy. Study components include environmental 
services, air quality health benefits, outdoor recreation economic benefits, and property value 
benefits of being in proximity to open space. A value map shows the total natural economic 
benefits of these four components that will be used to help prioritize natural areas for 
conservation. The Return on Environment study details trends impacting the quality of life, local 
economy and the environment.   

community opinion data would be valuable to enhance preservation 
activities and would be consistent with the goals of the Comprehensive 
Plan. 

RETURN ON ENVIRONMENT – LEHIGH VALLEY

PARTNERS: LEHIGH VALLEY PLANNING COMMISSION, WILDLANDS CONSERVANCY
http://www.lvpc.org/return-on-environment.html

       

ONE PLAN MANY VOICES - INFORMING THE COMPREHENSIVE PLAN
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RESIDENTIAL LAND USE ADJACENT TO WAYNE A. GRUBE MEMORIAL PARK, ALLEN TOWNSHIP. ICONS REFLECT RECREATION USES VALUED IN STUDY.THE LEHIGH GAP LOOKING NORTH INTO CARBON COUNTY.
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Chapter 4 - TRANSPORTATION
The Lehigh Valley is moving forward, both literally and 
figuratively, with the initiatives outlined in the Lehigh and 
Northampton Transportation Authority’s (LANta) Transit 
Supportive Land Use for the Lehigh Valley and Easton’s 13th 
Street Corridor catalytic project. Though the reports have 
different scopes, they share a critical component: multi-modal 
connectivity. LANta’s Transit Supportive Land Use for the Le-
high Valley describes transit friendly strategies on a regional 
level, prioritizing walkability and mixed-use development 
along existing transit corridors. Simultaneously, Easton’s 13th 
Street Corridor catalytic project guides the redesign of one 
of Easton’s main thoroughfares by improving clarity at key 
intersections for drivers, while making it safer for pedestrians 
and bicyclists. Together, these documents signal a renewed 
commitment to user-friendly access for the Lehigh Valley’s 
most prominent employment centers. 
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KEY FINDINGS

1. A comprehensive pedestrian network is a vital 
element in the feasibility of transit as a modal choice 
in the Lehigh Valley. 

2. LANta has an adopted route classification guideline 
that attempts to best match employment and 
population density conditions with appropriate transit 
service levels.

3. The development or densification of mixed-use, 
walkable nodes, especially in the traditional village 
centers, should be a strategy employed along 
existing transit corridors.

4. Municipalities should give highest development 
priority to locations along the corridors designated for 
enhanced bus or bus rapid transit service in LANta’s 
Enhanced Bus Service (EBS)/Bus Rapid Transit 
(BRT) Study. 

5. Site designs should be done in a way that facilitates 
transit use while allowing LANta to maintain 
operational efficiencies. 

INTRODUCTION

LANta’s Transit Supportive Land Use for the Lehigh Valley targets services, sidewalks, site 
planning and centers as four vital components of transit friendly development. Municipalities 
play an important role in transit friendly development by allowing for and encouraging the 
density levels appropriate for desired service levels. Decisions regarding the placement of 
bus service and the intensity of that service (or route type) are primarily based on an area’s 
population and employment densities. Municipalities should pursue transportation equity in their 
development decision-making by comprehensively considering the need for walking, biking and 
transit in existing and proposed areas of their communities. Targeting significant developments 
to corridors already served by LANta’s higher service level routes creates more transit options 
for residents. The HUD grant also supported an update to LANta’s ongoing Moving LANta 
Forward initiative to reflect current conditions.

The Comprehensive Plan aligns effectively with LANta’s goals regarding site 
design, pedestrian networks and mixed-use development principles. Both 
the Comprehensive Plan and the Transit Supportive Land Use Plan strongly 
promote population and employment densities as priorities for an effective 
transit network. However, LANta’s vision of a network of high-frequency 
transit corridors—featuring most prominently a Bus Rapid Transit system—
provides a new opportunity to address regional connectivity, density and 
visibility of mass transit within the Comprehensive Plan. Finally, while the 

TRANSIT SUPPORTIVE LAND USE FOR THE LEHIGH VALLEY

PARTNER: LEHIGH + NORTHAMPTON TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY
http://lanta.ws/wp-content/uploads/2014/01/LANTA-Transit-Supportive-Design-for-the-LV-FINAL-V3.pdf

existing Comprehensive Plan recognizes the need for safe pedestrian 
and bicycle access, the LANta plan offers precise design techniques (e.g., 
pedestrian islands at wide streets, pedestrian-only phases in traffic signals) 
as essential elements to a pedestrian network.  

ONE PLAN MANY VOICES - INFORMING THE COMPREHENSIVE PLAN

  $

IMPROVEMENTS ALONG ALLENTOWN’S 7TH STREET WILL INCLUDE WIDE SIDEWALKS, DEPRESSED CURBS FOR THE DISABLED AND DEDICATED BIKE LANES.ENHANCED BUS SERVICE (EBS) APPLIES THE BEST FEATURES OF RAIL TO A BUS: MORE FREQUENT SERVICE AND FEWER STOPS BETWEEN MAJOR DESTINATIONS.
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KEY FINDINGS

1. The 13th Street Corridor, which connects the City of Easton to the 
neighboring municipalities of Palmer, Forks and Wilson, carries the 
second highest traffic volume in the city behind Route 22.

2. The current conditions at the 13th Street interchange with Route 
22 are confusing to motorists, evidenced by tire ruts in the grass 
from vehicles correcting themselves, knocked over signs, and cars 
backed up at chokepoints, sometimes extending onto Route 22.

3. This corridor redesign and the redeveloping Silk Mill site will be 
reflective of planning priorities described in Easton’s forthcoming 
new Comprehensive Plan. The current Comprehensive Plan, which 
dates to 1997, was written during a time when the city was thirsting 
for any sort of economic development. Easton’s Comprehensive 
Plan rewrite will focus less on initiating a renaissance and more on 
perpetuating the one already taking place.

the Comprehensive Plan addresses stormwater management for new 
developments and proposes a future regional stormwater infrastructure 
plan, it does not yet articulate tactics for integrating water management 
or strategic landscaping (better known as “blue-green infrastructure”) into 
public rights-of-way.

INTRODUCTION

A visitor to Easton would never guess 13th Street’s importance as a 
main thoroughfare from the design. That is, until now. This catalytic 
project intends to eliminate the confusion for motorists at the street’s 
interchange with Route 22 and to make it safer for other users: 
bicyclists, pedestrians and passengers on LANta buses.

13TH STREET CORRIDOR PROJECT

PARTNER: CITY OF EASTON
http://www.envisionlehighvalley.com/city-projects/easton

The improvements along 13th Street demonstrate a goal of complete 
streets, which will maximize the corridor’s access for other users beyond 
cars. While the Comprehensive Plan recognizes the importance of 
bicycle/pedestrian issues, it does not yet tie road design to the notion of 
complete streets—a concept that has become increasingly popular in 
municipal planning policy. After construction, 13th Street will incorporate 
design strategies for minimizing flooding and stormwater runoff. While 

ONE PLAN MANY VOICES - INFORMING THE COMPREHENSIVE PLAN
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AFTER CONSTRUCTION, 13TH STREET INTERSECTIONS WILL BE SAFER FOR USERS AND WILL FOSTER CONNECTIVITY ON BOTH SIDES OF ROUTE 22.THE 13TH STREET EFFORTS WILL IMPROVE PEDESTRIAN SAFETY THROUGH ENHANCED SCHOOL CROSSINGS.
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Chapter 5 - LIVABLE COMMUNITIES
Though this report up to this point has not explored what constitutes a 
livable community, it has touched on relevant key aspects: enhancing 
economic competitiveness, coordinating policies to leverage investment, 
supporting community efforts through technical assistance and providing 
more transportation options. Linking all of these concepts with housing is 
critical because housing affordability and access are at the foundation of 
a livable community. As one of the basic human needs, housing can elicit 
emotionally charged responses when discussion shifts to topics as diverse 
as condition, location, size, design, pricing, tenure and even characteristics 
of the occupants themselves.

The sustainability, vibrancy and overall livability of a region is dependent 
not only on providing a range of housing across pricing and type, but 
upon maintaining the viability of the existing, older housing stock, both of 
which are recognized in the Regional Housing Plan. Meanwhile, South 
Bethlehem’s Eastern Gateway Plan acknowledges the need to bring 
new energy and a sense of entry to an older, predominantly residential 
neighborhood that has experienced significant population changes 
over the past two decades. The discussion of housing is inclusive of 
economic development, and the creation or retention of appropriate 
housing near employment affects transportation and energy consumption. 
Together, these two reports support a unified notion of what constitutes 
“livability”, which in turn reinforces the interconnectedness of the other 
three key subjects within this Sustainable Communities summary: 
Economy, Environment and Transportation. Finally, under the Sustainable 
Communities Grant Program, several ongoing initiatives of various partners 
are briefly described as Forthcoming Projects. These projects will be 
completed near the end of the grant, therefore, results cannot be provided 
within this report.
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KEY FINDINGS

1. From 1980 to 2010, Lehigh Valley townships and boroughs experienced 87% of the pop-
ulation increase, while cities experienced 13%. From 2010 to 2040, the two counties are 
anticipated to grow an additional 35%.

2. Sixty-four percent of Lehigh Valley residents (186,497) work in the Lehigh Valley. Nearly 
36% of residents (103,667) work outside of the Valley, while 88,764 workers in the Valley 
commute from homes outside the Valley. Thus, the Lehigh Valley is a net exporter of 
labor.

3. At $44,826, Lehigh Valley average annual wages are 5% lower than the state as a whole 
($47,035).

4. Homeownership rates are higher in the townships at 84.9%, versus 50.1% and 64.4% for 
the cities and boroughs, respectively.

5. Homeownership rates in the Lehigh Valley for age 44 and younger have declined and 
rates for ages 45-64 have increased.

INTRODUCTION

A regional study of housing must view the Lehigh Valley as a collective of municipalities with 
widely varying issues. Some municipalities are older and in need of housing rehabilitation, 
others are agriculture-based with limited available land for housing development, while others 
are either growing or slowing in growth and have the capacity to accommodate various housing 
types in key locations. While the Lehigh Valley offers a diversity of housing types (with 57% in 
traditional single family detached), over 55,000 households are spending more than 30% of 
their income on rent or mortgages, so affordability is a great concern. Living within close prox-
imity to work reduces transportation cost and travel time. Providing baseline data on housing 
in the Lehigh Valley lays the foundation to gauge where we are and where we would like to be 
in the next 5, 10 or 15 years. A collective discussion ensures that all sides are considered in 
planning for the region’s housing needs in the future.

Housing related issues already cross several elements of the 
Comprehensive Plan, such as economic development, land use, 
transportation and energy. However, the Regional Housing Plan can 
integrate a much more thorough analysis of housing affordability and 
the balance of jobs to appropriately priced housing into the updated 
Comprehensive Plan. While affordability usually first refers to housing cost, 
the applicability of the term has expanded to the design, location and tenure 
of homes in a region.  Meanwhile, jobs that provide wages in alignment with 

REGIONAL HOUSING PLAN

PARTNER: LEHIGH VALLEY PLANNING COMMISSION
http://lvpc.org/regional-housing-plan.html

housing cost and that are near cost appropriate housing are essential for 
a livable community. Housing that is accessible to transit is important, not 
just in reducing energy consumption, but in lowering day-to-day household 
expenses. The Comprehensive Plan update will use findings from the 
Regional Housing Plan to scrutinize the ramifications of affordability in 
greater detail as they impact cities, boroughs and townships within the 
Lehigh Valley. 

ONE PLAN MANY VOICES - INFORMING THE COMPREHENSIVE PLAN
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WHILE THE SINGLE FAMILY HOME REMAINS THE MOST POPULAR HOUSING TYPE LOCALLY TODAY, TOWNHOUSES AND APARTMENTS ARE ON THE RISE.A HISTORIC HOME IN DOWNTOWN EASTON.
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CITY OF BETHLEHEM | SOUTH BETHLEHEM EASTERN GATEWAY
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ROADSIDE IMPROVEMENTS & GREENWAY CONNECTIONS

Skate Plaza Entrance

East 4th Street & William Street SR 412 Roadside Improvements

East 5th Street and Arnold Street

Lynn Avenue Bridge Connection

N

Environmental
Graphics

The South Bethlehem Eastern Gateway Plan could profoundly influence the 
update of the region’s Comprehensive Plan. Economic development in the 
Comprehensive Plan currently does not relate heavily to identity branding 
or establishing landmark-ready arrival points at key destination districts, 
particularly in ways that could attract outside tourist dollars. This would 
be beneficial in evaluating municipal revitalization projects for economic 
development. While the Comprehensive Plan supports redevelopment as 
a strategy to urban revitalization, it does not link these initiatives to local 

SOUTH BETHLEHEM EASTERN GATEWAY PLAN

PARTNER: CITY OF BETHLEHEM
www.bethlehem-pa.gov

entrepreneurship or further job generation. Also, cultural sensitivity does not 
link strongly with historic preservation, either in retaining existing structures 
or as infill in established older neighborhoods that might not have Historic 
District designation. Making these connections will benefit municipalities in 
the region undergoing small or large scale redevelopment.

ONE PLAN MANY VOICES - INFORMING THE COMPREHENSIVE PLAN
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ROADSIDE IMPROVEMENTS AND GREENWAY CONNECTIONS WILL IMPROVE ACCESSIBILITY BETWEEN THE NEIGHBORHOOD AND ITS NEW AMENITIES.THE BETHLEHEM SKATEPLAZA SITS ACROSS FROM SANDS CASINO, NEAR THE EASTERN GATEWAY.



INTRODUCTION
South Bethlehem is transitioning from the city’s back door to its front door. The catalytic project 
intends to instill a sense of arrival to South Bethlehem by calming traffic and increasing pedestri-
an safety along and across the Route 412 corridor that bisects this neighborhood. This strategy 
will improve accessibility to recently developed recreational amenities (South Bethlehem Green-
way, Skateplaza), targeting redevelopment opportunities at key gateway parcels, and initiating a 
wayfinding/signage program and strategically located artistic installations.

KEY FINDINGS
1. What was once the world’s third largest steel mill is now home to a regional arts and 

cultural center (SteelStacks), the Sands Bethlehem Casino Resort, and over 3,000 new 
jobs in warehousing, manufacturing, entertainment and high tech. The project devel-
oped plans for traffic calming and streetscape elements between the neighborhood and 
the new jobs.  

2. The Eastern Gateway neighborhood saw a household growth rate of 10% from 2000 to 
2011. It has a predominantly Hispanic/Latino population (74% of neighborhood), a median 
age of 30.3 and a housing vacancy rate at 3.5%. A market analysis of the neighborhood 
and South Bethlehem reveals demand for a variety of new housing units.

3. Bethlehem has invested heavily on open space and recreation throughout the East-
ern Gateway, such as the South Bethlehem Greenway and the Skateplaza. However, 
access to these amenities is difficult. The high traffic on Route 412 serves as a barrier to 
non-vehicular access and deters people from entering the neighborhood. Designs were 
developed to enhance connections to the Lynn Avenue Bridge and East 4th Street.

4. Although the Skateplaza is a major amenity to the neighborhood, improvements could 
expand its profile to a broader range of users. Development is underway for a gathering 
area with seating, shade structures, landscaping, a concession stand and restrooms.  
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Lehigh Valley Economic Development Corporation (LVEDC) 
Targeted Business Marketing Strategy

LVEDC will develop a comprehensive, action-oriented three-year marketing plan to capitalize 
on the assets of the region. This strategy will focus outreach efforts on the four targeted indus-
try areas outlined in their Blueprint for Success. The Lehigh Valley Targeted Business Market-
ing Strategy will outline a marketing plan to attract companies in the targeted industries of Food 
& Beverage Processing, High Performance Manufacturing, High Value Business Services and 
Life Science Research and Manufacturing. The marketing strategy is scheduled to be complet-
ed by December 2014.

Allentown Front and Hamilton Street Roundabout Feasibility Study

Improving the intersection at Front and Hamilton streets is critical to the implementation of 
both the city’s Waterfront Master Plan and the Little Lehigh Corridor Master Plan. The city will 
conduct an engineering and traffic study to determine the feasibility of a roundabout for this 
key intersection. The study will also include consideration of other intersections within the Little 
Lehigh Corridor that experience congestion. It is important to improve accessibility to continue 
the economic growth of the city through the Re-industrialization Plan and other key programs.

Allentown Downtown Plan

The Downtown Plan will identify and help direct downtown development opportunities through 
supporting land uses and programs that maximize the impact of the downtown arena and NIZ 
incentive throughout the downtown area. The plan will identify supporting public infrastructure 
needed and opportunities for public open space and amenities. The plan will outline zoning and 
other legislative or programmatic initiatives necessary to implement the recommendations. The 
plan is scheduled to be completed by December 2014.

Allentown Metal Works Site Reuse Study

This study will characterize the reuse potential of the overall site and the buildings which will 
remain at the Allentown Metal Works complex. This will take into consideration the overall build-
ing envelope conditions, floor configurations and ceiling heights, interconnections and general 
circulation layout, accessory structures, internal/external road and rail networks, site access, 
egress, parking and loading, physical adjacencies to waterways, significant changes in grade 
and the greater urban fabric, and aesthetic and/or historic value. The study will be completed 
by December 2014.

Bethlehem Mixed-Use Real Estate Development Plan

The Eastern Gateway Committee and the City of Bethlehem will prepare a plan for real estate 
development at a targeted location. The Real Estate Development Plan will further the analysis, 
evaluation and market feasibility for a target area located at the true “gateway” to the neigh-
borhood---at the intersection of Route 412, East Fourth Street and William Street. Mixed-use 
development of these parcels is pivotal to the success of the entire Eastern Gateway neighbor-
hood revitalization.

Easton Comprehensive Plan Rewrite

The City of Easton Planning Bureau, in collaboration with consultant Urban Matrix, is prepar-
ing a new Comprehensive Plan for the city. The existing Comprehensive Plan dates to 1997, 
a time when the city’s economy was less robust. Since then, the city has witnessed millions 
of dollars of investment and drawn regional acclaim for its arts, culture, tourist attractions and 
quality of life. The new Comprehensive Plan will acknowledge this current renaissance and offer 
strategies to continue this forward momentum. It will call for preservation of the urban char-
acter and form, environmentally responsible development and complete neighborhoods. The 
Comprehensive Plan will also seek to strengthen the city’s role as the core of the surrounding 
communities. This effort has been ongoing since 2012, with over 800 individuals providing input 
on plan priorities. A draft Comprehensive Plan will be available for public comment in late 2014, 
with projected adoption by City Council in January 2015.

Lehigh and Northampton Transportation Authority (LANta)
Engineering to Support Enhanced Bus Service

LANta will continue to work to support enhanced bus service, with the review of up to eight 
intersections that include queue jumps along Hanover Avenue, Broad Street/Guetter Street, and 
Turner or Chew Streets, as well as the Sixth Street Allentown Transportation Center bus lane 
on Turner or Chew Streets.  Queue jumps provide priority to bus movements at intersections 
and consist of an additional travel lane on the intersection approach that allows buses to get a 
“head-start” over other queued vehicles at the intersection. The review will consist of a concep-
tual plan view of the street, sidewalks, travel lane configurations, vehicle turning paths, on-street 
parking spaces at each intersection and an intersection capacity analysis. The analysis will 
examine the effects of transit-related design changes at each intersection on both vehicle travel 
delay and person delay.  

Community Action Committee of the Lehigh Valley (CACLV)
Pursuing Equitable Access to Equity 

A “minority report” will be developed that will assess disparities in the Lehigh Valley and issue 
recommendations designed to reduce or even eliminate the obstacles to equitable access 
to equity. The Community Action Committee of the Lehigh Valley (CACLV) will organize and 
provide staff support for a task force comprised of leaders of the minority community in the 
region. Recognizing that the solution must be owned by all, regardless of race and or ethnicity, 
key Lehigh Valley leaders will assist the process as advisers. The task force will be co-chaired 
by the Reverend Gregory Edwards of Resurrected Life Community Church and Olga Negron, 
director of marketing at La Ola Radio.

Community Action Committee of the Lehigh Valley (CACLV)
Planning Process for Neighborhood Partnership Program

CACLV will coordinate with Community Action Development Coalition (CADC) of Allentown, 
CADC of Bethlehem and the West Ward Neighborhood Partnership (WWNP) of Easton. 
They will collaborate on the Neighborhood Partnership Program to promote, coordinate and 
implement public meetings, advisory board meetings, surveys and interviews in order to solicit 
input from residents and key informants on community needs for the Neighborhood Part-
nership Program planning process. CACLV will plan and write the 5-10 Year Neighborhood 
Partnership Program Plan and Proposal for CADCA, CADCB, and the WWNP. The goal of the 
Neighborhood Partnership Program (NPP) of the PA Department of Community and Economic 
Development is to foster collaboration among NPP Contributor(s), neighborhood organizations, 
local government entities and residents to encourage high-impact, long-term investments in 
distressed areas.

Lehigh Valley Economic Development Corporation (LVEDC) 
Lehigh County, Northampton County
Cities of Allentown, Bethlehem, Easton
Regional Analysis of Impediments (RAI) for Fair Housing

Under the Sustainable Communities Regional Planning Grant Program, grantees must complete 
an assessment of fair housing choice for the region. Each Community Development Block Grant 
(CDBG) jurisdiction in the Lehigh Valley—including Lehigh County, Northampton County, and the 
Cities of Allentown, Bethlehem and Easton—is required to maintain an analysis of impediments 
to fair housing choice. Under the grant, the five jurisdictions opted to work together to create a 
Regional Analysis of Impediments (RAI). By conducting this RAI, communities across the Lehigh 
Valley will be able to promote fair housing choices for all persons, provide opportunities for racially 
and ethnically inclusive patterns of housing occupancy, identify structural and systemic barriers to 
fair housing choice, and promote housing that is physically accessible and usable by persons with 
disabilities. Public hearings regarding the initial findings of this report were held in 2014. The final 
report is scheduled to be completed by December 2014.

Lehigh Valley Planning Commission (LVPC) 
Model Fair Housing Ordinance

The Lehigh Valley Planning Commission (LVPC) will work to foster effective fair housing strategies 
through development of a Model Fair Housing Ordinance. Fair housing as a principle involves 
the right to choose housing without regard to select individual characteristics that have histori-
cally been used to discriminate. Fair housing laws recognize that it is unlawful to refuse to sell or 
rent housing or to make housing unavailable to certain protected classes, including the following 
characteristics: race, religion, color, national origin, sex (gender), handicap (disability), familial 
status (having children under 18 in the home) and age (over 40 in the State of Pennsylvania). The 
LVPC recognizes that individual municipalities are the most knowledgeable about the distinctive 
problems facing current and future residents regarding equitable access to housing. Fair housing 
is a national issue that requires local solutions for municipalities to embrace their legal obliga-
tion to ensure that persons are not denied housing opportunities in that community because of a 
variety of characteristics. The goal of the model ordinance is to assist municipalities in deciding the 
nature and extent to which impediments to fair housing may exist, as well as what strategies could 
address those impediments. 
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Chapter 6 - COMPREHENSIVE PLAN – MAKING THE LINKS

The previous four chapters summarized a variety of documents created by the Lehigh Valley Sustainability Consortium 
partners. Each summary includes a text box titled “One Plan Many Voices – Informing the Comprehensive Plan”. Within 
this text box is a discussion of how the individual study links to the current goals of the Comprehensive Plan and creates 
ideas for new goals. Given the diversity of the studies, they inform the Comprehensive Plan in different ways as follows:  

• LVPC-initiated reports that generate significant new “elements” to the Comprehensive Plan on subjects either previ-
ously unaddressed or covered in much less detail (Climate + Energy, Return on Environment, Regional Housing).

• A carefully focused report from a partner that will help refine the most relevant goals within the Comprehensive Plan 
(LVEDC, LANta, Buy Fresh Buy Local).

• Catalytic project sponsored by the three cities, which, by nature of the physical development endorsed through the 
project, explores themes that can sharpen the Comprehensive Plan’s goals (Allentown’s Re-industrialization, Beth-
lehem’s Eastern Gateway, Easton’s 13th Street).

• An initiative that integrates public involvement and brings into focus the needs of underrepresented communities 
(Envision/CACLV/RenewLV Public Participation), further informing Comprehensive Plan goals.

By assembling all these reports into this summary document and making the link to the Comprehensive Plan, the LVPC 
has translated the documents into an additional set of goals for the Comprehensive Plan. The update to the Compre-
hensive Plan will influence the LVPC’s decision on issues of regional concern, and it will help influence the 62 munic-
ipalities in the Lehigh Valley (cites, boroughs and townships) to develop their own planning and legislation in support 
of greater sustainability. Ultimately, the update to the Comprehensive Plan will demonstrate sensitivity to HUD’s Six 
Livability Principles and will look deeper into the additional goals to layer-in policies and implementation strategies for 
moving forward.
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To build a pipeline of highly skilled workers that is aligned with the current 
and future needs of regional employers by creating stronger linkages be-
tween employers, education and workforce training. 

To support economic development strategies to target industry sectors that 
match the unique competitive advantages of the region. 

To improve the capability and availability of a local workforce to take advan-
tage of employment opportunities in the most high-growth and high-wage 
manufacturing sectors. 

To promote energy efficiency and natural resource conservation within exist-
ing and new buildings and land development. 

To encourage alternatives to automobile use, both motorized and non-mo-
torized. 

To support the diversification of energy sources. 

To advocate increased energy conservation and efficiency awareness. 

 =  $

G1 

G2  $

G3   $

G5  

G6 

G7 

G4 = $

G8  $

G9  $

G13   $

G14  $

G15  $

G16  $

G10  $

G11  $

G12  $

To protect, conserve and enhance natural ecosystems to provide long-term 
resilience to climate change. 

To protect public infrastructure from potentially harmful impacts associated 
with climate change. 

To protect residents, property and critical facilities from natural hazards as 
evolving over time due to climate change. 

To create a land use pattern that helps to mitigate climate change impacts 
through a compact urban development area, mixed land uses, higher densi-
ties in urban areas and through preserving land for agricultural and environ-
mental purposes.

To provide building and site design practices that help to mitigate climate 
change impacts. 

To reduce Lehigh Valley greenhouse gas emissions from residences, gov-
ernment operations and businesses. 

To identify, support and implement market and needs-based solutions that 
provide ready access to nutritious and healthy food choices in the region’s 
areas of limited food access.  

To support alternative agricultural strategies suitable for areas with high 
existing levels of development.

To strengthen regional food systems by linking food production, processing, 
distribution, consumption, and waste management to facilitate development 
and consumption of the Lehigh Valley’s food resources.        

GOALS

To encourage the implementation of programs that mentor new farmers and 
those interested in farming.

G17  $

TRANSPORTATION 
CHOICE

EQUITABLE
HOUSING

ECONOMIC
STRENGTH

SUPPORT
EXISTING

COMMUNITY

LEVERAGE
FEDERAL
POLICIES

VALUE
COMMUNITIES +

NEIGHBORHOODS
Presented below are the 
additional Comprehensive 
Plan goals translated from the 
Consortium partner efforts. 
For each goal, the assigned 
icons show the further linkage 
to the Livability Principles.
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To consider the dollar benefits to the public versus expenditures in open 
space preservation decisions. 

G18  $

G19   $

G21  $

G22 

G20   $

To encourage specialized pedestrian design techniques to facilitate con-
venient access to transit in areas recommended for urban development, 
according to the Comprehensive Plan.

To improve development density and transit services along corridors des-
ignated by LANta as enhanced bus/bus rapid transit, to make them more 
convenient for work and school-related trips by providing more frequent 
services, and by minimizing on-board and wait times, in areas recommend-
ed for urban development, according to the Comprehensive Plan.

To accommodate as many users and uses as possible on rights-of-way, with 
special consideration to multi-modal access (bicycle, pedestrians, transit) 
and intersections that are clear and safe for both motorists and other users. 

To integrate stormwater best management practices in the form of blue-
green infrastructure into the design of new or improved rights-of-way. 

To promote the creation of a range of housing types, prices and rents to fos-
ter culturally and economically diverse neighborhoods, which allow house-
holds to find new housing that meets changing needs within their existing 
community. 

To ensure opportunities for the development or rehabilitation of homes with 
basic amenities or design features to guarantee housing for low income 
households or members of protected classes. 

To strive for livable mixed income neighborhoods throughout the Lehigh 
Valley that collectively reflect the diversity of housing types, tenures and 
income levels of the region. 
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GOALS
Presented below are the 
additional Comprehensive 
Plan goals translated from the 
Consortium partner efforts. 
For each goal, the assigned 
icons show the further linkage 
to the Livability Principles.

To promote and maintain suitable living environments and housing.

To promote the orderly development of new, well-planned residential envi-
ronments. 

To promote redevelopment strategies that account for the existing local 
culture, either in the form of preservation or compatibility with the existing 
character of the surroundings. 

To promote job growth in the immediate vicinity of redevelopment projects 
through strategic alliances with local entrepreneurs. 

To consider the impact of regulations and fees in the balance between 
housing affordability and other objectives, such as environmental quality, 
urban design, maintenance of neighborhood character and the protection of 
public health, safety and welfare. 

To improve regulatory clarity and predictability that will encourage infill and 
redevelopment. 
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The Lehigh Valley Sustainable Communities project began with high 
expectations regarding collaboration, technical plans and studies, 
public participation and additions to the Comprehensive Plan to 
foster a more livable, sustainable Valley. Those expectations can 
be met and possibly exceeded through the creation, adoption and 
implementation of the individual plans and studies, as well as the 
creation of the updated Comprehensive Plan by the Lehigh Valley 
Planning Commission. The technical plans and studies themselves 
provide implementation ideas for the organizations responsible for 
their creation–some of these ideas already in motion through the 
“catalytic” projects in the cities and other partner efforts. The 1LV 
document translates this impressive body of work into goals across 
the spectrum of topics studied–goals that will address the update of 
the Comprehensive Plan as a key part of the initiative. These goals 
will be used by the Lehigh Valley Planning Commission and Con-
sortium partners to guide development, redevelopment and pres-
ervation efforts into the future. 1LV also relates the goals to HUD’s 
Six Livability Principles that form the foundation for the Sustainable 
Communities effort. In the end, the Lehigh Valley Sustainable 
Communities initiative achieved an unprecedented level of collab-
oration among the Consortium partners, established an impressive 
benchmark for public participation and inclusion of traditionally mar-
ginalized populations, and set the Lehigh Valley on a fresh course 
towards sustainability. Through the continuing Consortium partner 
efforts, combined with the work of the hundreds of other organiza-
tions to be involved in implementation and public engagement, the 
Sustainable Communities initiative and the updated Comprehensive 
Plan will demonstrate that we are ONE LEHIGH VALLEY.
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